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Space-times admitting a special affine conformal vector (SACV) are shown to be precisely the
space-times that admit a special conformal Killing vector. All possible SACV space-times are
listed together with the corresponding SACV's and covariantly constant tensors.

I. INTRODUCTION
In general relativity the existence of certain symmetries
in the space-time manifold is often assumed in the pursuit of
exact solutions of Einstein's field equations, and such symmetries and their corresponding vector fields have been studied by many authors (see Ref. 1 for references). The Lie
derivative of the metric tensor, gab' in the direction of the
vector field S a can be written in the general form
(1)

where t/J is a scalar function of the coordinates and Kab is a
symmetric tensor. Among the various special symmetries
generated by S a are:
(i)
Killing vector (KV): t/J=O,Kab =0,
(ii)
Homothetic vector (HV): t/J = const #0, Kab = 0,
(iii) Proper conformal Killing vector (CKV): t/J,a #0,

Kab =0,
Special conformal Killing vector (SCKV): t/J.ab = 0,
t/J,a #0, Kab = 0,
'
(v)
Affine vector (AV): t/J = 0, Kab #0, Kab;c = 0,
(vi) Proper affine conformal vector (ACV): t/J,a #0,
Kab #0, Kab;c = 0,
(vii) Special affine conformal vector
(SACV):
t/J;ab = 0, t/J,a #0, Kab #0, Kab;c = 0,
where, in (v), (vi), and (vii),Kab isnotproportionaltogab •
An ACV or a CKV [which can be regarded as a special case
of (vi) in which Kab is proportional to gab I generates a conformal collineation characterized by
(iv)

-r {:J

= 8'bt/J,c

+ 8~t/J,b -

gbct/ta.

(2)

An SACV or an SCKV generates a Ricci collineation characterized by
(3)

Recently, we have investigated SCKV'SI and have
found all space-times admitting SCKV's. The existence of
the covariantly constant vector t/J,a and the SCKV equations
given by (1) and (iv) imply that there are very few SCKV
space-times, none of which can represent a perfect fluid, a
non-null electromagnetic field, or a vacuum space-time other than a pp-wave space-time. However, such space-times

can represent viscous fluids and a set of anisotropic fluids
satisfying particularly restrictive equations of state. A thorough study of A V's has been made by Hall and da Costa, 2
while ACV's have been discussed by Duggal\ and SACV's
have been studied by Duggal and Sharma4 and Mason and
Maartens. s
In this paper we discuss SACV's and show that the only
space-times admitting SACV's are precisely those which admit SCKV's. We display the form of the SACV for each
space-time and give the associated covariantly constant tensor K ab .

II. SACV SPACE-TIMES
We first note a result due to Hall and da Costa,2.6 namely if a simply connected space-time admits a global, nowhere
zero, covariantly constant, second-order symmetric tensor,
K ab , which is not a constant multiple of the metric tensor,
then one of the following three possibilities occur:
(a) There exists locally a timelike or spacelike nowhere
zero covariantly constant vector field 'TJa =='TJ,a such that
Kab = 'TJ,a'TJ,b and the space-time decomposes into a 1 + 3
space-time, in the notation of Ref. 2.
(b) There exists locally a null nowhere zero covariantly
constant vector field 'TJ a == 'TJ,a such that Kab = 'TJ,a'TJ,b and the
space-time is the generalized pp-wave space-time 1,7 which, in
general, is not decomposable.
(c) The space-time is locally decomposable into a 2 + 2
space-time and no covariantly constant vector exists unless
the space-time decomposes further.
We note that, if a 2 + 2 space-time does admit a covariantly constant vector, then it must locally decompose
further into a 1 + 1 + 2 space-time. This follows immediately from holonomy considerations6 or is shown easily by writing the general 2 + 2 space-time metric in the form
ds'l = ~J.l ( - dt 2 + dX2) +~" (dT + dr),
(4)
where,u = ,u(t,x) and v = v (y,z) , and solving the equations,
'TJa;b = 0. It is found that 'TJa = unless one (or both) of the
following conditions hold:

°

,uti - ,u"" = 0, vyy

+ V zz =

0.

(5)

The first of these implies that the first two-space is flat (i.e.,
decomposes into a 1 + 1 space), while the second condition
implies that the second two-space is flat. Since the SACV
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space-times admit the covariantly constant vector f/!.a, it follows that we need consider only cases (a) and (b), the
1 + 1 + 2 decomposition being treated as a special case of
the 1 + 3 decomposition.
In cases (a) and (b) Eq. (1) becomes

Sa;b + Sb;a = 2f/!gab + 'TJ.a'TJ.b '
which can be rewritten in the form
(Sa - !'TJ'TJ.a );b

+ (Sb

- !'TJ'TJ.b );a = 2f/!gab'

(6)
(7)

so that;a =-Sa - !'TJ'TJ.a is a CKV (which will be an SCKV if
f/!;ab = 0 or an HV if f/!.a = D), and 'Ta =-Sa - ;a = !'TJ'TJ.a is
an AV. Thus, in cases (a) and (b), the ACV is necessarily
the sum of a CKV and an A V, so that space-times admitting
ACV's must also admit a CKV and an A V.
Applying this result to SACV's, we see that space-times
admitting SACV's are precisely those which admit SCKV's
and which were found in Ref. 1. On the other hand, given an
SCKV space-time satisfying

;a;b + ;b;a = 2f/!gab
(8)
with f/!;ab = 0, we see that the vector Xa = i #.a is an A V
since
(9)
.5t' gab Xa;b + Xb;a = f/!.a f/!.b
X

SO

=-

that Sa =;a

+ Xa satisfies
(10)

and Sa is an SACV. Thus we have the following theorem. s
Theorem: A simply connected space-time will admit an
SA CV ifand only ifit admits an SCKV. The theorem asserts
the complete equivalence between SACV and SCKV spacetimes.
From Ref. I, when f/!.a is timelike we can choose local
coordinates such that f/!.a = ( - 1,0,0,0) and the space-time
metric is

di2 = - dt 2 + dx 2 + x 2(dy2 + j2(y,z)dr).
(11)
2
The SCKV is; a = ( - it 2 - !x , - tx,O,O) and, since f/!.a is,
up to constant scalings, the only covariantly constant vector,
we have Kab = f/!.a f/!.b so that Koo = 1 is the only nonzero
component. It follows that the A V, ~ , and the SACV, Sa,
have components

= W,O,O,O),
sa = ( - it2 + it - !x2, - tx,O,O).
~

(12)
(13)

When f/!.a is spacelike, the space-time metric takes one of the
following possible forms:

di2 = dx 2 - dt 2 + t 2(dr + g2(y,z)dr),
di2 = dx 2 + dr + r( - dt 2 + h 2 (t,z)dr).

(14)
(15)

In each case f/!.a = (0,1,0,0), which is the only covariantly
constant vector, and Kab = f/!.af/!.b has Kl1 = 1 as its only
nonzero component, so that the A V is
(16)
For the metric (14) the SCKV and SACV are, respectively,

;a = (xt,!X + !t
2

2

,O,O),

(17)
(18)

while for the metric (15), the corresponding quantities are
(19)
(20)
Note that the space-time metric (15) does not satisfy the
dominant energy condition and so has no reasonable physical interpretation.
When f/!.a is null, the space-time must be the generalized
pp wave space-time with metric

di2 = P -2(dx 2 + dy2) - 2du(dv - mdx + Hdu),

(21)

where H, m, and P are arbitrary functions of u, x, and y only.
Not all space-times of the form (21) admit an SCKV, but in
the case when the Ricci scalar, R, is not zero, if an SCKV
exists it is of the form

;a= [_ (u2+au+/3),av-D(u,x,y)
+ (2H + m 2p 2) (u 2 + au + /3)
+ mP 2B(u,x,y),mP 2(u 2 + au
+ p 2B(u,x,y),P 2C(u,x,y)],

+ {3)
(22)

where a, {3 are arbitrary constants and B, C, and D satisfy a
set of six first-order differential equations [Eqs. (4.23) of
Ref. 1] which serves to delineate those members of the set of
space-times (21) which admit an SCKV.
When R = 0, the space-time metric can be written in the
form

di2

= dx 2 + dy2 - 2du(dv + H du),

(23)

and such a space-time will admit the SCKV

;a= [_ (u2+au+{3),av-!x2-!r+Jux
+Kuy+L(u),
- ux

+ yy + J(u), - uy - yx + K(u)],

(24)

provided that the metric function H satisfies the equation

Hu (u 2 + au

+ {3) + Hx (ux - yy - J)

+ Hy (uy + yx - K)
+ 2H(u + a) - Juux -

KuuY + Lu = 0,

(25)

where a, {3, and yare arbitrary constants and J, K, and L are
arbitrary functions of u only.
In each of the above cases, the null vector
f/!.a = ( - 1,0,0,0) is the only covariantly constant vector
(see the Appendix), and Kab = f/!.a f/!.b has only Koo = 1 as a
nonzero component. The A V and SACV are, respectively,
~

=

(0, - iU,O,O),

sa=;a+~,

(26)

(27)

with;a given by either (22) or (24).
The equivalence of SACV and SCKV space-times and
the form of Kab can be demonstrated also by using a coordinate dependent approach similar to that used in Ref. 1 (see
MacLean9 ). In addition, the various results obtained in Ref.
1 are applicable in the SACV case. In particular (Ref. 1,
Theorem 7), the energy-momentum tensors for the spacetimes (11) and (14) are of Segre type {(1, 1) (1 I)}, while
the space-times (21) and (23) are either of this type or of
type {2(1 1)}, where, in either case, the bracketed pair of
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space-like vectors have zero eigenvalue (see also Halpo).
This implies that the existence of an SCKVor, equivalently,
an SACV, eliminates all perfect ftuid space-times and all
non-null electrovac fields. The only vacuum space-times are
the pp-wave solutions, and the only null electrovac fields are
the conformally ftat pp-wave type. On the other hand, the
space-times can be interpreted as viscous ftuid solutions or, if
R i= 0, as anisotropic fluid solutions subject to the restriction
(28)
PI = 0,
where f-l is the energy density, and PI! and PI denote the
parallel and perpendicular pressures, respectively. Equation
(28) indicates that the various subcases considered by Mason and Maartens5 are not, in fact, possible.
f-l

= -

PI!

°

= !R,

III. CONCLUSION

We have found all space-times that admit an SACV
[i.e., space-times (11), (14), (15), and the appropriate
members of (21) and (23) ]; these are identical to the set of
space-times admitting an SCKV and, consequently, have
only a limited number of possible physical interpretations.
Duggal and Sharma4 have considered space-times admitting SACV's (which they refer to as "special conformal
collineations"), particularly those representing anisotropic
ftuids, subject to the condition
(29)
where r is a scalar function. This condition implies that the
space-time is Ricci recurrent. However, on calculating the
Ricci tensor in the cases of the space-times (11), (14), (15),
and (21), it is easy to see that Kab = tP.a tP.b is never proportional to Rab . In fact, (29) cannot be satisfied even if we take
Kab to be of the form Kab = tP.a tP.b + Cgab , for some constant C. In the case of the metric (23), the only nonzero
component of Kab is Koo = 1 and the only nonzero component of Rab is Roo, so Eq. (29) does hold. Since R = 0, the
metric (23) admits no anisotropic ftuid solutions~nly viscous fluid, null electrovac, and pure radiation solutionsand the energy-momentum tensor is of the form
Tab = AtP.a tP.b· Thus many of the results concerning anisotropic and isotropic ftuids presented in Ref. 4 are illusory
since there exist virtually no SACV space-times satisfying
the physical interpretations and mathematical conditions
considered in that article.
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APPENDIX

The statement that each of the SACV space-times admits only one covariantly constant vector, namely tP.a, is
easily proved in the cases of the space-times (11), (14),
( 15), and (23) by solving the equations ma;b = and show-

°
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ing that ma = tP.a is the only solution. However, in the case
of the space-time (21) the proof is rather less simple; here we
present an outline of the proof.
We consider the metric (21) and specify that R i=
[otherwise we have the metric (23)]. The covariantly constant vector tP.a Eka is of the form ~ = (0,1,0,0). Suppose
there exists another vector ma satisfying ma;b = 0. From the
integrability conditions we find that

J. Math. Phys .• Vol. 31. No.3. March 1990

(A1)
and since the only nonzero components of Rab are Roo, R 02'
R 03' and R22 = R33 =!P -2R, these conditions are

Roomo + R 02 m 2 + R 03 m 3 = 0,
R 20mo + R22m2
= 0,
R 30mo
+ R33m3 = 0.

(A2)

Now mO, m 2 , and m 3cannot all be zero, otherwise m a will be
a constant multiple of ~, so that the determinant of the
system (A2) must vanish, i.e.,
(A3)
But, from Ref. 1, this is precisely the-condition for the metric
(21) to admit a Tab of Segre type {(1,l) (1 I)}, which
implies that there are two null eigenvectors, ~ and l" , such
that kala = I, each corresponding to the same eigenvalue,
and Tab is given by!
(A4)
so that Tabk b = -!Rka and Tabl b = -!Rla' Now from
(AI) we see that ma also satisfies Tabmb = - !Rma' so that
ma lies in the two-space spanned by ka and la and, without
loss of generality, we may take ma Ela. Defining a timelike
unit vector, Ua , and a spacelike unit vector, na , by
Ua = (1/{l)(k a + la), na = (1/{l)(ka -la)' so that
uana = 0, we see that Ua and na are each covariantly constant and coordinates can be chosen so that the space-time
can be written in the form

where (A,B) = (2,3), and a further coordinate transformation leads to the form

dr

= -

du 2

-

2 du dv

+ P -2(X,y) (dX2 + dr),
(AS)

which is the metric (21) with m = 0, H = 1/2, Pu = 0.
We now have to determine whether or not this metric
admits an SACV or SCKV. Applying Eqs. (4.23) of Ref. 1
to the metric (AS), we find that these equations can be satisfied only if

P; +P; -PPxx -PPyy =0,
which is precisely the condition R = 0, thus contradicting
our initial premise. Hence, none of the space-times admitting
SACV's or SCKV's admit any covariantly constant vector
other than tP.a .
A. A. Coley and B. O. J. Tupper
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